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to the connexion of the British Crown with Hanover, although
this did result in English students going to Gottingen. King
George II had a good deal of common sense, but was not
interested in intellectual things; the real founder was not
George JI of England, but the Hanoverian Premier Minister
Munchausen. The Government was responsible for the
stipends of the professors and the other expenses of the
University.
Christian Gottlob Heyne, born in 1729, was the son of a
poor weaver of Chemnitz. He was sent to the local school
with the assistance of a Protestant pastor. Later he earned
some money by private tuition. Finally he attained his goal
by entering the University of Leipzig as a student. In the
middle of the eighteenth century the great Professor of Classics
at Leipzig was Johann August ErnestL Heyne was Ernesti's
most promising pupil. After completing his studies at Leipzig
Heyne held another private tutorship, and then obtained a
small post in the library of Count Bruhl, the powerful, dis-
sipated, but artistic and literary Premier Minister of Saxony.
In the capture of Dresden by Frederick the Great in 1756 at
the opening of the Seven Years War the Bruhl library suffered
partial destruction and Heyne was driven out on to the streets.
He obtained another private tutorship (in the Schonberg
family), married, and finally, in 1763, on Ernesti's recom-
mendation, was made Professor of Classics in the University
of Gottingen. He had already become known by an edition of
Tibullus, produced when he was dark in the Bruhl library at
Dresden. At Gottingen Heyne was tie thorou^bfy happy man,
who seemed to have taken to heart Martin's counsel in Vol-
taire's Candide, that to work without reflection is the sole way
to make life supportable. He worked happily and tranquilly
at the University for fifty-three years. He had a comfortable
salary, beginning with 800 thalers (about £120) and rising to
1200. He held three classes a day, a number which few modern
professors maintain. His Seminar or advanced dass (nine
chosen pupils) trained scholars for all the schools of Germany;
it is said that this Seminar produced 135 professors, Notwith-

